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June 29th 2015:The Danger of Extreme Social
Responsibility: Silencing Potential Dialogue

EPISODE ON DEMAND
DJ and Da Bear discuss hypersensitivity in today’s culture,
how it shapes university spaces and how it has shaped the
media. Militant policing of language and images in our daily
interactions that didn’t exist years ago in the multitude that they
do now, circulate on social media, creating a silence that is
counterproductive to the social progress we have fought so
hard for. As the Internet opens our world, there seems to be
less and less room for error. The space for conversation to
flourish is slowly diminishing because of our heightened
sense of social responsibility.
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Featured Guest
Kyla Norton
Kyla Norton is an actress with About Face Theatre, a theatre company that focuses on
LGBTQI issues and social justice and a student Columbia College Chicago. She acts,
writes scripts and poetry and has worked closely with several theatre ensembles in
Chicago and Cincinnati, OH. Kyla, acting for more than 10 years, is dedicated to
creating and performing art that affects real social change. Dedicated to social justice
causes, Kyla has years of experience with various nonprofits in Cincinnati and
Chicago that are dedicated to ending socioeconomic and racial discrepancies in our
society. Kyla was recently appointed as the first youth named to serve on the board of
directors for About Face
Read more
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